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INTRODUCTION 
In his book [4], Gilbert Strang views Gauss elimination through the lens of 
matrix factorization: To any m-by-n matrix T there correspond a permutation 
matrix P, a lower triangular matrix L with unit diagonal, and an m-by-n 
echelon matrix U such that T = PLU. In a footnote to the nonsingular case 
(p. 38 in th e r e ition), he says that, according to his algebraist friends, one 3 d d’ ’ 
may also factor T as LPU but that it is “too late.” In fact, the PLU 
decomposition may be preferred for numerical reasons, since it is still 
available even with the introduction of partial pivoting. Nevertheless, it is our 
object in this note to show not only that the factorization T = LPU has some 
merit of its own, but also that it is useful to know both factorizations. 
The contents of this note are organized as follows. Among the possible 
factorizations T = PLU we choose one in Section 1 with the property that 
PLPT is also lower triangular unipotent. Thus T = NPU, N = PLP’. If we 
view the matrices involved as linear transformations, then it is clear no 
information is lost by restricting P to the image of U, and N to the image of __ 
PU. This gives rise to a “reduced’ factorization T = NPDV where V is not 
only in echelon _f,rm but also has independent rows and unit pivots; F and D 
are invertible; N has independent columns. In particular the columns of fi 
form a triangulated basis for the image of T. _ _ 
Now if another factorization T = N, P, D,V, is given, the two factoriza- 
tions are not necessarily the same, although we will have F = F, and 
D = D, (Proposition 2.1). However, suppose that fi; is the submatrix of 
pivot rows in g,, and suppose that Prfi;P1 is also lower triangular. Then, of 
necessity, k, = k and V, = V (Proposition 2.2). 
This yields a “canonical” Gauss factorization: a matrix T has a unique 
factorization T = NPDV in which: (1) P is a permutation matrix, (2) D is an 
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invertible diagonal matrix, (3) NT and V are surjective echelon matrices with 
unit pivots, and (4) the pivot submatrix N’ of N is conjugate to a lower 
triangular unipotent matrix by P. Moreover, this decomposition is obtained 
by combining the variation of Gauss elimination described in Section 1 with 
the reduction process just mentioned. 
In Section 3 we pause to apply the NPDV decomposition to the computa- 
tion of the order of some finite linear groups. Resuming our discussion in 
Section 4, we give the analogue of the canonical NPDV decomposition for 
the PLU decomposition (Proposition 4.11, and we conclude with a factoriza- 
tion of N in an arbitrary NPDV decomposition which can be used to 
transform the given factorization to the canonical one. 
Following Section 4 are two more applications. We use this NPDV 
decomposition and its uniqueness to obtain an alternative approach to the QR 
or Gram decomposition of a matrix (Section 5), and we use its existence to 
streamline the convergence proof of the “QR algorithm” in the generic case 
(Section 6). 
These observations arose from a course in applied linear algebra that the 
author taught at FIU. They were inspired and informed by Roger Howe’s 
“Very basic Lie theory” [II-I was looking for ways in which knowledge of 
the structure of Lie groups might feed back into its progenitor, linear algebra. 
In fact, the Bruhat decomposition for G = GL(n; [F) may be understood as 
the surjectivity of the map Q,:NxWxMxAxN+G, 
@(n, w, m, a, n’) = nwman’ (standard notation). Restricted to the case of 
invertible matrices, Proposition 2.1 says that each fiber of + is contained in a 
single fiber of the surjection NxWxMXAXN+WxMxA, 
(n, w, m, a, n’) + (w, m, a). Proposition 2.2 then describes a cross-section of 
a’, while the corollary to Proposition 4.2 explains how to move directly from 
any point in a fiber of @ to the image of the cross-section in that fiber. 
I learned the approach in Section 5 from Ray Kunze. Proposition 4.2 is a 
particular case of a general result [3]. The proof in [3] uses the exponential 
map, while the proof given here avoids it. 
In Sections 1, 2, and 4 the field is arbitrary, while in Sections 5 and 6 we 
will assume the field to be the real or complex numbers. 
1. THE GAUSS FACTORIZATION 
Gauss elimination, as the student of linear algebra knows, is effected by 
elementary row operations. Let us assume that row exchanges are made only 
when algebraically necessary and then only in the following way: when a pivot 
is 0, bring up the very next row containing a nonzero entry in the column and 
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move each intervening row down one row. We begin by viewing this 
decomposition as a factorization of the coefficient matrix. 
Let I,,, denote the m-by-m identity matrix. As a convenience we will allow 
the index m to be 0, in which case the row and column containing I,,, are to 
be ignored. Let PCS, be the s X s block matrix 
0 Is-1 
1 1 10’ 
We will say that a matrix T is nilpotent if it is square and Tj = 0 for some 
positive integer j; unipotent if T - Z is nilpotent. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. LA T be an m-by-n matrix. Let k = min(m - 1, n). 
There exist k permutation matrices $., k unipotent lower triangular matrices 
Lj, and an m-by-n echelon matrix U such that 
T = P,L,P,L, ... PkLkU, 
Here pi is either the identity matrix or a matrix of the form 
(1.1) 
[ 
'j- 1 
'(r-j+ 1) 
ZIP, I 
with j < r Q m, and Lj is a lower triangular unipotent matrix of the 
following type. Zf (LjIp4, the pq entry of Lj, is nonzero, then q = j and 
p>r+l. 
Proof. The process of row reduction that we have described is effected 
on the coefficient matrix T by multiplying T on the left by L;‘Pi’ *** 
L;lP;‘. W 
If i < j, then it is clear that qTLi 5 is a lower triangular unipotent matrix 
with nonzero off-diagonal entries only in the ith column. Hence T may be 
factored T = PLU where P = PIP2 **. Pk and 
L = (P;Pc_l *** P,‘)(L,P,L, .** PkLk). 
On the other hand, the permutation matrices q may be brought to the 
right. 
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LEMMA 1.2. The matrix 
(P,L, .** P,L,)(P,?‘P,T_, *** P1') 
is lower triangular unipotent. 
Proof. Let Lj denote the set of unipotent m-by-m lower triangular 
matrices which satisfy the following requirement: L E Lj implies that the 
first j - 1 columns of L - I, are all zero. Note that Lj+ 1 2 Lj and that Lj 
is closed under matrix multiplication. 
By construction, if q is not the identity, then the first r - j + 1 entries 
below the diagonal in Lj are zero. It follows that 
(1.2) 
A simple matrix calculation also shows that 
p,Lj+,q.T c Lj. (1.3) 
Nowsupposethat (q+lLj+l ... PkLk)(PfPf_l **a qT1)= Lj+l. Then 
(PJLjpj,, *a* P,L,)(P,TP,T_; ... p,';,PJ 
= (pjLjpjT)(pjpj+iLj+, **a PkLkP:P:y *.. P&q). 
Applying (1.2) and (1.3) to the two factors in parentheses on the right of this 
equation, we find that the left-hand side belongs to Lj. This proves the 
lemma. a 
It follows that an arbitrary m-by-n matrix T can be factored T = L'PU: 
factor T as in (l.l), set P = PIP2 *em Pk, and take L' = (P,L, 1.. PkLk) 
(PrP[_l ... Pg. 
Now suppose that the rank of T is r, and that T has been factored 
T = L'PU. Remove the rows of zero from U; they are the bottom n - r 
rows of U. Remove the last n - r columns of P and then the rows of zero in 
the resulting matrix. Finally, remove the columns from L' corresponding to 
the deleted rows of P. The following proposition summarizes the preceding 
discussion. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T be an m-by-n matrix of rank r. Then there exist 
matrices N, P, D, and V such that NT is an r-by-m echelon matrix with unit 
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pivots, P is an r-by-r permutation matrix, D is an invertible r-by-r diagonal 
matrix, V is an r-by-n echelon matrix with unit pivots, and T = NPDV. 
We will call such a factorization a reduced NPDV decomposition of T. 
Suppose that T = NPDV as in the proposition. Then the columns of N 
constitute a triangulated basis for the column space of T. 
2. UNIQUENESS RESULTS 
We have established that a matrix T has both a factorization PLU and a 
factorization NPDV. Typically, however, a matrix will have many such 
factorizations. That T has many factorizations T = PLU simply reflects the 
fact that a choice of pivots can be made in the process of Gaussian 
elimination-an important fact for numerical computations. The general 
matrix T will also have many factorizations T = NPDV. In this section we 
discuss the range of such factorizations and single out one as “canonical.” 
Given an m-by-n matrix T of rank r and vector space Y’” and W with 
ordered bases {e,, , e,}and (fi, . , f,,,} respectively, we associate a linear 
map T : V-+ W to T by setting Tej = Cj Ti .f;. Define subspaces 7 of Y 
by V, = {O} and 5 = (e,, . , ej) = spanE(iu,, . , ej} as j ranges from 1 to 
n. Define subspaces %$ c 2Y similarly. Let 6(k) = dim TT. The matrix T is 
in echelon form if and only if the linear map T maps the flag {V;}:=, onto the 
flag C<_fi >, <f,, f2 >, . , Cf,, _fi, , fscr,>l of %,,,--that is, if and only if for 
each i, Tq = (_f,,. ,fk) f or some k. In addition, 7’ has unit pivots if 
6(k) > 6(k - 1) implies Te, -fs~k~ E T’S’_,. 
Consider the set of subspaces (fi,,fi,, . . ,J;,>, i, < i, < ... < i,. We 
can order these subspaces lexicographically as follows. We put ( fi,, 
J;,, . ,A,> 4 <J;,,f.,, . . . ,hr.> if i, <j, for the smallest k such that i, #j,. 
For each subspace if )j’= i there is a unique projection with image (f. )J= i 
and kernel spanned dy the complement of {f }7=, in If.}!= i. The k&co- 
graphic order on the subspaces (fi, ) d m uces “aJn order in the associated 
projections. To each such projection we associate an r-by-m submatrix of I, 
in the manner just described. Let E,, = E,,(T) be the matrix of the least 
projection of rank r which is injective when restricted to the image of T. 
In terms of the matrix T, E,, is the r-by-m submatrix of I,, which 
satisfies the following requirements: 
(1) E,,T is of rank r; 
(2) if E is any other r-by-m submatrix of I, which satisfies (l), then the 
first nonzero entry in the first nonzero row of E,, - E is 1. 
Note that E,, is necessarily in echelon form. 
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Let E,, be the submatrix of 1, comprising those rows not in E,,. Note 
that E,, = I,, and E,, is “empty” if m = r. Let E,, (E,,) be the matrix 
such that ET, is attached to TT in the same way that E,, (E,,) is attached to 
T. That is, E,, corresponds to a “minimal’ basis composed of vectors in 
(e,, . . . , e,) restricted to which T is injective. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that two reduced NPDV decompositions of T 
are given: 
T = NPDV = N’P’D’V’. 
Then 
P=P’ and D=D’. 
Proof. To begin with we assume that NPDV is invertible, in which case 
we need to prove the following. If L is lower triangular invertible, P and P’ 
are permutations, and V is upper triangular unipotent, then 
LP = P’V 
implies that P = P’ and L is unipotent. We can prove this by induction. To 
start note that P’Ve, = e,y,), while 
LPe, = Le,(,) E (e,(,), epcl)+ 1, . . . , e, > .
Here we write P(k) = j if P(e,) = ej and {e,, . . . , e,) is the standard basis. 
In particular P’(1) > P(1). Since L is invertible, Le,(,) E (epCl)+ 1, . . . , e,>, 
so P’(1) = P(1) and LPe, = e,(,). 
Now suppose that for j < r we have P(j) < P’(j) and NPej = e,(j), and 
consider the equation 
LPe, = P’Ve,. 
We have 
P’ve, E (epy,), . . . , e,,(,,>, 
while 
LPe, E (epcr), ep(r)+lr.. . , en>. 
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The induction assumption that P’(j) = P(j), j < r, implies that 
(epr(l), . .. , +(,)) U (ep(,), ep(,)+l,. . . , en> = (ep~(r,>. 
Hence P’(r) = P(r) just as P’(1) = P’(l), and LFe, = ep(,). 
With the proposition established for invertible matrices and with 
NPDV = N’P’D’V’, 
we have that 
(E,,N)PD(VE,,) = (E,,N’)P’D’(V’E,,). 
Since the matrices in parentheses are triangular unipotent, we have P = P’ 
and D = D’. w 
With T fxed and P an m-by-m permutation matrix, define p as 
i’ = E,,P 
If N is an m-by-m lower triangular unipotent matrix, define l? as NE;. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that T is an m-by-n matrix with rank r, and 
suppose that T has a factorization T = NPU, where N is lower triangular 
unipotent m-by-m, P is an m-by-m permutation matrix, and U is an echelon 
matrix. Let [Z, O]U_b_e factored into DV with D r-by-r diagonal and V unit 
echelon. Then T = NPDV is a reduced NPDV decomposition of T. 
Proof. There exists an r-by-m submatrix E of I,,, such that 
DV 
is a reduced NPDV decomposition of T. Since E,,T is surjective, and 
E,,T = ( E,,NET) DV, 
it follows that E,, NET must be injective. However, this is not possible if 
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E,, < E. On the other hand, ENE T is lower triangular unipotent, since N is. 
Consequently, ET is surjective, and by assumption E,, 1 E. Therefore 
E,, = E, and the lemma is proved. n 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Each matrix T has a unique reduced NPDVfactoriza- 
tion T = NPDV such that PTEllNP is lower triangular unipotent. 
Proof. Existence: Through the particular choice of Gauss elimination 
given in Section 1 and from Lemma 2.1, we know that T may be factored 
T = NPU = ti?DV, 
and that PTNP is lower triangular unipotent. Unraveling definitions, we find 
?E,,i+? = ([Z, OlP’“:;)Ell(NEL)( .,,P[ ;I) 
= (ELW[ ‘o’liTN( E:,E,,P[ ;I) 
= [Z, o]PTNP[ ;], 
which is also lower triangular unipotent. 
Uniqueness: Note first of all that if T is invertible and can be factored 
T = NDV (that is, with P = Z), th en N automatically satisfies our condition, 
and that the factorization is clearly unique. Now suppose that 
NPDV = N’PDV’ 
and that both P’E,, NP and PTE,,N’ P are lower triangular unipotent. (We 
know from the previous proposition that P and D must be the same in both 
factorizations.) Thus 
( P~E,,NP)( DvE,,) = ( ~TE,,N’P)( DV’E,,), 
and hence 
E,,N = E,,N’ and VE,, = V’E,,. 
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Furthermore, 
Ei, NPDVEj, = Ei, N’PDV’Ej,, i,j = 1,2. 
With i = 1 and j = 2 it follows that VE, = VrEz2; with i = 2 and j = 1 it 
follows that E,, N = E,, N’. Since 
and [ El, Ezz ] 
are both invertible, it follows that N = N’ and V = V ‘, as claimed. n 
We will call this factorization the canonical Gauss factorization of T. We 
emphasize that the choice of Gauss elimination described in Section 1 
followed by reduction yields the factorization of T that we have called 
canonical. 
3. ORDER OF SOME FINITE LINEAR GROUPS 
We can apply the uniqueness of the Gauss decomposition to compute the 
order of some finite groups. Recall that we may attach a “length,” I((+), to 
each permutation r E S r, the set of r-by-r permutation matrices. That is, we 
let Z(a) be the minimum number of elementary transpositions (i, i + l), 
i = 1,2,. . , r - 1, into which u can be factored. It turns out that the 
number of entries of x E N (the set of lower triangular unipotent matrices) 
which are moved from below the diagonal to above it when x is conjugated 
bY (T, x + (T ~(+r, is precisely Z(o) (cf. [2, $10.31). Thus if IF, is the finite 
field with 4 elements in it, then the set of x E N which is invariant under 
conjugation by (T has order q (n-l)n/zp’(g). Thus we might consider SL(r, [F4), 
the set of r-by-r matrices with entries from lFq which have determinant equal 
to 1. Let D, denote the order of the set {(xi, x2,. , xr) E FiIli xi = 1). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The order of SL(r, [FI,) is given by 
Proof. For each permutation u, the number of elements in SL(r, IFFY) 
with Gauss decomposition xcrdv is q’“- 1)n’z-‘((r)D,q(n-1)n’2. n 
Unfortunately, it may not be so easy to compute C, E s, qp”“‘, but for 
the smallest groups it is a reasonably short calculation. For example, if r = 3, 
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the numbers of elements of length 0 through 3 are 1,2,2,1 respectively. If 
r = 4, the numbers of elements of length 0 through 6 are 1,3,5,6,5,3,1 
respectively. Hence, one finds that ISrX3, [F,)I = 168, ISL(3, IF,)1 = 5616, and 
jSL(4, IF,)1 = 20,160. 
4. THE PLU FACTORIZATION 
There is an analogue of the canonical Gauss factorization for the PLU 
factorization, but there is some slack for “overdetermined” matrices: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let T be an m-by-n matrix of rank r. Then T has a 
factorization T = PLU such that P is a permutation matrix, L is an m-by-r 
transposed echelon matrix of the form 
L= 4 
[ 1 X 
where L, is lower triangular unipotent, and U is an r-by-n echelon matrix. 
Furthermore, these factors may be chosen in such a way that PLOT is a unit 
transpose echelon matrix, in which case the matrices L,, P and U are 
uniquely determined. There are-cm - r>! such factortzations, one for each 
permutation P’ such that 5’ = P. 
Proof. The procedure in Section 1 assures us that we can find an 
m-by-m permutation matrix P such that the canonical Gauss factorization of 
T is given by T = NPDV. Then T = P( PTNPX DV) is a factorization which 
satisfies our requirements. Since P is a permutation matrix and DV is an 
r-by-m echelon matrix, we need only check that PTNP has the required 
form. By construction it is a transposed echelon matrix with unit pivots; we 
need to see that [Z, O]PTNP is unipotent. We have 
Furthermore, [I, O]PTE&E,,NP = 0, since 
E,,P 4. 
[ 1 = 0. 0 
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Hence 
[zr O]PTNF= [z?. o] PTE,T,EllN? =iTE,,N@, 
and FTE,, NF is, by construction, unipotent. 
Now suppose that we are given a factorization T = PLU satisfying the 
requirements of the proposition,Factor U as DV with D diagonal and V 
unit echelon. Then T = (PLOT) PDV is the canonical Gauss decomposition. 
To verify this, note that sTE,, PL is lower triangular unipotent. But by 
unwinding definitions, this is seen to be [Z, OIL. The uniqueness of the 
canonical Gauss decomposition implies that if two factorizations T = PLU = 
C’L’U are given, both of which satisfy our requirements, then U = U’, 
P = 1?‘, and PL = P’L’. Note that the latter equality is equivalent to 
L = P-‘P’L’. The last statement of the proposition is simply the number of 
ways a matrix 
L= L, 
1 1 x ’
L, lower triangular unipotent, can be factored L = PL’, where P is a 
permutation matrix with F = Z and L’ is of the same form as L. It is the 
number of ways that the rows of X may be permuted. W 
Let N be the set of m-by-m lower triangular unipotent matrices; similarly 
let V denote the set of m-by-m upper triangular unipotent matrices. For 
k = 0, 1, . . . , m, let N, be the subset of N defined recursively as follows. Let 
N, = N. For k > 0, let N, be the subset of X in Nk_ 1 such that 
xi+k,i = 0, i=1,2 ,..., m-k, 
In words, the first k diagonals below the main diagonal are zero. 
Let X, Y be in N,. Then a simple matrix calculation shows that XY is in 
Nk and that 
txy)i+k+l,i = ‘*+k+l,i + yi+k+l,i, i=1,2 ,..., m-k-l. 
PROPOSITION 4.2, Let P be an m-by-m permutation matrix. Then each 
X E N has a unique factorization X = YZ where Y E N n P NPT and Z E N 
n PVPT. 
Proof. It follows from the matrix calculation just made that if X E N,, 
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then X can be written as a product 
x=Ywz 
where W E Nk+r, Y E N n PNPT, 2 E N n P WT. This is easily done by 
choosing Y and Z so that both are zero below the k th subdiagonal and by 
setting the entries along the k th subdiagonal equal to 0 or to the correspond- 
ing entry Xi.,.,,i of X according as PT8i+k + 1, i P is upper or lower 
triangular. Here gi, j denotes the matrix whose only nonzero entry is a 1 in 
the i, j position. The existence of the factorization follows by induction. It is 
unique because PNPT n PVPT = P(N n V>PT = 1. W 
COROLLARY. Suppose that T = NPDV. Then there exists a unique factor- 
ization N = N, N, such that T = N,PD( D-‘PTN2 PDV) is the canonical 
Gauss factorization. 
Proof. This is clear if T is surjective. Otherwise, let E,, N = N,“N, as in 
the proposition, and let Ni = NNL1. Then PTE,,N,P = PTNFP, which is 
lower triangular unipotent. n 
We note that this proposition and its corollary might have been used in 
the proof of Proposition 2.2, but our approach has been to exploit the 
existence of both an LPU and an NPDV decomposition of a matrix. 
5. THE QR DECOMPOSITION 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization’ may be viewed in matrix terms as a 
factorization of an m-by-n matrix T with rank r into a product QR where Q 
is m-by-r, Q*Q = I,, and R is an echelon matrix with positive pivots. (Q* 
denotes the conjugate transpose of Q.) It is sometimes convenient to ap- 
proach the same decomposition through a “back door,” the Cholesky decom- 
position. 
LEMMA 5.1. The canonical Gauss decomposition of T*T is of the form 
NDN*, D > 0. 
Proof. Consider the canonical Gauss decomposition T *T = NPDV of 
T*T. Since T*T = (T*T)*, we have that P = PT and that V factors V = V,V, 
in such a way that V, = N * and T*T = V,*PD(D-‘PTVl*PDN*). Now 
suppose that P f I,, and let k be the largest integer such that PC:, k), the 
kth column of P, contains a nonzero off-diagonal entry. Then choose x such 
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that (PV, xxj) = Sjk. On one hand, since each of N, P, D. V, is injective, 
X*T *TX > 0. On the other hand, the nonzero entries of PVtPDN *x all have 
index less than k, from which it follows that x*T*Tx = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence P = I, and V = N *. It is clear now that we have not only D* = D 
but D > 0 as well. n 
Now suppose that Q is a matrix satisfying T = QDl/‘N*. Thus the 
columns of Q span the image of T, and 
Q = TE,,( Dl/‘N*E,,)-I. (5.1) 
Using (5.1) and T*T = NDN*, we find that the columns of Q are orthogo- 
nal: 
Q*Q = D-‘/2(E~2N)-1E~2NDN*Elz(N*E,,)-‘D~”2 = I,. 
Setting R = D r/‘N * we have that T = QR is a QR decomposition of T. , 
Moreover, since the canonical Gauss decomposition is unique, so is the QR 
decomposition. 
We note in passing that both the Gram and canonical Gauss decomposi- 
tions give formulas for orthogonal projection onto the image of T. If 
T = NPDV, then this projection is given by N(N *N)-‘N *; if T = QR, it is 
given by QQ*. 
6. THE QR ALGORITHM 
We close with a presentation of the proof for the convergence of the QR 
algorithm (see Wilkinson [5], Chapter 81) when the moduli of the eigenvalues 
are separated. Our purpose is to illustrate how, with the canonical Gauss 
decomposition in hand, we may avoid a separate discussion of the case when 
the eigenvector matrix contains a nontrivial permutation in its canonical 
Gauss decomposition. 
Suppose that T is an n-by-n matrix, and suppose that the eigenvalues of 
T are not only distinct but also satisfy the relation 
l&l > l&l > *** > [A,1 > 0. (6.1) 
Let X be a corresponding matrix of eigenvectors, TX =.XA, and write 
X-’ = NPDV for the canonical Gauss decomposition of X-‘. Let XP = QR 
be the QR decomposition of XP. Let B denote the set of upper triangular 
n-by-n matrices. It is in the following lemma that we use the assumption 
(6.1). 
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LEMMA 6.1. For E > 0 there exists a matrix B E B such that 
IlTjB - Qll < E. 
Proof. Since 
Tj = XAjX-l = QW’AI’NPDV = QRP-‘( hjNA-j)AjPDV, 
we may take B = ( RP-lAjPDV)-l for j sufficiently large. n 
Now let T, = T, and for j > 1 set 5 = ~(Tj_~)-~Tj_~dTj_~), where 
T = K(T)fl(T) is the QR decomposition of T. Letting Kj = K(T~)K(TJ *-* 
KC?), we have KjTj+l 
obtain 
= TIKj. Setting Rj = p<q>/?<I;- i) *** P(T,), we 
KjRj = Tj, 
the QR decomposition of Tj. 
It follows from Lemma 6.1 that Kj + Q, modulo diagonal unitary matri- 
ces, as j + 03. That is, E > 0, there exists J > 0 such that for j > J, there 
exists a diagonal unitary matrix Mj such that 
llKjMj - Qll < E. 
Indeed, 
TjB = KjRj~( B)/3( B) = Kj~( B)[ K( B)-lAj~( B)/3( B)] 
tends to Q, and hence Kj~( B) tends to Q as well. Thus, for large j, 
is very nearly 
Q-‘TQ = Q-‘XAX-lQ = RP-lAPR-l. 
Hence 3 tends to an upper triangular matrix with the eigenvalues of T along 
its diagonal. 
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